In the present work we report on our ab initio pseudopotential calculations based on density functional theory to investigate the atomic-scale behavior of clean silicon tips in noncontact atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒. The AFM tip structures are modeled by silicon clusters with ͓111͔ and ͓001͔ termination. The structural changes induced by their reciprocal interaction are investigated by calculating the short-range chemical forces during a vertical approach and retraction of one silicon tip on top of another tip. For a specific tip geometry with ͓111͔ termination, the theoretical force curves exhibit an hysteretic behavior only at the first approach and retraction cycle. The absence of this effect at the second scan is due to sharpening of the initially blunt tip via short-range chemical forces. A specific finger print of the ͓001͔-oriented tip is an energy dissipation induced by a breaking and formation process of a chemical bond between two silicon atoms under its apex atom.
I. INTRODUCTION
The atomic force microscope 1 ͑AFM͒ has been developed as a tool for real-space imaging of conductor, semiconductor and insulator surfaces. True atomic resolution on these surfaces ͑i.e., the ability of resolving pointlike defects͒ is currently obtained in the noncontact ͑NC͒ atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒. 2, 3 Recent developments of this technique and its exciting applications in surface science are summarized in Refs. 4-7. The NC-AFM relies on the measurement of the forces acting between an atomically sharp tip and a sample surface. For semiconductor [8] [9] [10] and insulator [11] [12] [13] surfaces, the mechanism of the atomic-scale contrast is by now well established. It was shown in these theoretical studies that for a semiconductor surface the atomic resolution is due to the short-range chemical tip-surface interactions while for an insulator surface it originates from the short-range electrostatic tipsample forces. Recent progress has been done in understanding the origin of the image contrast mechanism on metallic surfaces. 14, 15 From experimental point of view, a stable operating regime in NC-AFM which provides reproducible atomic-scale images is quite often difficult to be reached. The basic reason of this difficulty lies in a nonmonotonic variation of the tipsurface interaction as a function of the tip-sample separation distance. This implies a nonmonotonic imaging signal in NC-AFM while a stable NC-AFM operating regime requires a monotonic branch in the tip-sample force curves to ensure a stable feedback. [16] [17] [18] Another reason lies in the fact that the geometrical and chemical structure of the AFM tip apex during the imaging process may change. This scenario is strongly supported by experimental observation that atomic-scale resolution of the sample appears or disappears after a "crash" of the tip into the sample surface. 19 Consequently, it is of great interest to get an insight into the role of the geometry and structural changes of the AFM tip on the NC-AFM imaging process. To some extent, such ab initio studies have been performed in the past for semiconductor 15, 20, 21 and insulator 22, 23 surfaces. However, due to the computational time restrictions, these studies were confined to a particular choice of the AFM tip with a specific apex geometry and chemical nature of the front atoms. Moreover, the details of the tip's behavior might be particular to the specific surface under investigation. As previously mentioned, a key point in NC-AFM is represented by the fact that the precise atomic structure of the tips used in experiments is not known. This common situation represents a formidable challenge for theory since there is no a priori clear hint how to model the AFM tip in a specific experiment. A possible choice is to consider a clean silicon tip which also might become contaminated with surface atomic species during the NC-AFM scanning process on a semiconductor 8, 20, 21 or metallic 15 surface. For an ionic surface, the AFM tip was sometimes modeled by a MgO cluster 12,13,24,25 accounting for oxidized silicon tips. The effect of the silicon tip's contamination with water from vacuum chamber on the recorded NC-AFM images has also been investigated. 15, 23 In a recent paper 26 we reported on our first-principle simulations aimed to investigate the possible structural changes of clean silicon tips during the NC-AFM imaging process and their implications on the contrast of the recorded images. To reach this aim, we have investigated those structural changes induced by the tip-tip interactions. The basic motivation of this choice is that we would like to unveil those features which describe an intrinsic behavior of clean silicon tips in some external potential which might originate from one or another surface. Nevertheless, it is important to note that such a tip-tip system is not artificial in the sense that NC-AFM experiments can be performed in principle on such systems ͑even if the practical difficulties are not at all negligible͒.
In this article we present an extended and more detailed analysis of the interaction between silicon tips with ͓111͔ and ͓001͔ terminations. For ͓111͔-oriented silicon tips we considered clusters of different sizes and apex structures. For a certain apex configuration of such a tip, our ab initio simulations revealed an intrinsic sharpening process of its geometrical structure via short-range chemical forces. In this case, the theoretical force curves describing its interaction with other tips exhibit a hysteresis only during the first vertical approach and retraction path while this behavior is absent during the second oscillation cycle. The ͓001͔-oriented silicon tip reveals a specific hysteric behavior associated with the breaking and formation of a chemical bond between two of its front atoms.
II. TIP MODEL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
As largely described in literature ͑see, for instance, Refs. 7 and 20͒, the macroscopic AFM tip is modeled in simulations by a nanotip attached to a macroscopic body. The nanotip is employed in ab initio or semiempirical calculations in order to evaluate the short-range chemical ͑electrostatic͒ interactions responsible for the atomic-scale contrast in NC-AFM. The macroscopic part of the tip is usually used to calculate the contribution of the long-range forces on the frequency shift. 27 Typically, the macroscopic tip is modeled by a sphere or cone-sphere geometry whose geometrical parameters are adjusted such that the calculated frequency shift matches the experimental one. Since this contribution is lattice site independent and does not lead to atomic-scale contrast in NC-AFM, in the following we will focus only on the nanotips.
In our first-principles simulations we modeled the nano tips by clusters of silicon atoms cut along ͓111͔ and ͓001͔ directions of the bulk silicon. For silicon tips with ͓111͔ termination we considered atomic clusters of different sizes. Figure 1͑a͒ shows the Si 13 H 15 cluster which was used as a prototype for a Si͑111͒-type tip. In order to examine possible size dependent effects of this tip we also considered a smaller cluster of this type of tip. Figure 1͑e͒ displays the Si 7 H 12 cluster of this "small" Si͑111͒-type tip. Please note that, from structural point of view, the Si 7 H 9 cluster represents the apex part of Si͑111͒-type tip and resembles the ͓111͔-oriented tip used by Huang et al. 28 in their firstprinciples calculations.
Another nano tip with ͓111͔ orientation is the so-called "adatom-type" tip ͓Fig. 1͑d͒, Si 10 H 15 ͔ which was extensively FIG. 1. ͑Color online͒ Ball-and-stick model of the atomic structure of the isolated silicon tips with ͓111͔ and ͓001͔ termination. ͑a͒ The unrelaxed structure of a tip cut along ͓111͔ direction of the bulk silicon as modeled by a Si 13 H 15 cluster ͓Si͑111͒-type tip͔ shows a sharp geometrical configuration with one front atom. ͑b͒ The relaxed structure of this cluster corresponds to a blunt tip with four front atoms. ͑c͒ The sharpened structure of the initially blunt Si͑111͒-type tip due to short-range chemical interactions. ͑d͒ By removing three front atoms of the Si͑111͒-type tip one obtains a tip modeled by a Si 10 H 15 cluster ͑adatom-type tip͒. ͑e͒ The unrelaxed structure of the Si 7 H 9 cluster ͓"small" Si͑111͒-type tip͔ which represents the apex structure of the Si͑111͒-type tip. ͑f͒ The relaxed geometry of this tip exhibits the same blunt structure of its apex configuration in a similar fashion as for Si͑111͒-type tip. Note that this small cluster becomes also sharp as Si͑111͒-type tip when interacting with other silicon tips. ͑g͒ The unrelaxed structure of an ͓001͔-oriented tip as modeled by a Si 7 H 12 cluster ͓Si͑001͒-type tip͔. ͑h͒ The relaxed structure of the Si͑001͒-type tip shows the formation of an chemical bond between two silicon atoms below to front atom.
used to investigate the NC-AFM imaging mechanism on semiconductor surfaces. 20, [29] [30] [31] Furthermore, it was used for simulations on insulating surfaces in order to prove the ability of NC-AFM to chemically identify the atomic species on such surfaces. 32, 33 As a model for a tip with ͓001͔ termination we used a Si 7 H 12 cluster ͓Si͑001͒-type tip; Fig. 1͑g͔͒ . A similar but smaller cluster was assumed before by Huang et al. 28 in order to simulate the tip-sample interaction of a Si͑001͒-type tip with the Si͑111͒-7 ϫ 7 surface.
The change of the geometrical structure of the nano tips due to their reciprocal interaction was considered by fixing the silicon atoms of their base ͑6 atoms for Si 13 H 15 and Si 10 H 15 clusters, four atoms for Si 7 H 9 and three atoms for Si 7 H 12 ones͒ while all other silicon atoms were allowed to relax. The hydrogen atoms have been used only to saturate the base of the silicon tips and they were also kept fixed during atomic relaxations.
Our choice for pure ͑uncontaminated͒ silicon tips relies on the assumption that, with a careful preparation in ultrahigh vacuum by heating and sputtering with noble-gas atoms, clean tips can be obtained and subsequently used in experiments. Of course, during an NC-AFM experiment an initially clean tip may become contaminated by crashing into the surface or picking up atoms from it. 19 However, the details of such a scenario are specific to the surface under study and even for a certain surface it is almost impossible to foresee which surface's atoms are likely to attach to an AFM tip if such a process indeed takes place.
The geometry of the isolated and interacting silicon tips mentioned above has been analyzed by carrying out firstprinciples simulations based on density functional theory 34 in the local density approximation. 35 The total energy calculations have been performed using the pseudopotential method 36 as implemented in the ESPRESSO package. 37 In the case of silicon atoms the electron-ion interactions are described by a von Barth and Car 38 norm-conserving pseudopotential 43 while the bare Coulomb potential was used for hydrogen atoms. The silicon tips were placed in orthorhombic supercells of 18ϫ 18ϫ 20 Å. For this setup, the Kohn-Sham orbitals were expanded over a plane wave basis set generated by a cutoff energy E cut of 45.0 Ry. With this choice, the theoretical lattice parameter of bulk silicon has a value of 5.407 Å, very close to that reported in Ref. 39 ͑5.398 Å͒. The Brillouin zone integrations have been done using the Gamma point. Finally, the geometrical structure of the silicon tips was optimized with an accuracy of the calculated interaction forces better then 5 ϫ 10 −5 Ry/ ͑atomic units͒.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Isolated silicon tips
From physical point of view, an isolated silicon tip describes the case when the tip mounted at the free end of the cantilever is far away from the sample surface. This occurs, for instance, in the early stage of preparing the AFM microscope to scan a surface in which the tips are sputtered with noble-gas ions and heated to clean them from atomic impurities.
For silicon tips with ͓111͔ termination one obvious choice is to consider the atomic cluster depicted in Fig. 1͑a͒ . To investigate the role of the size of such a cluster on its relaxed configuration, a smaller cluster Si 7 H 9 ͓see Fig. 1͑e͔͒ describing its apex part was also taken into account. A similar tip was used by Huang et al. 28 together with a ͓001͔-terminated tip in order to establish if the atomic orbitals can be resolved by NC-AFM as suggested by Giessibl et al. 40 In this unrelaxed configuration, the Si 13 H 15 cluster exhibits one dangling bond due to a bulklike threefold coordination of its apex atom. However, when relaxing the atomic positions of seven front atoms, the resulting structure presented in Fig. 1͑b͒ shows a strong relaxation of the four apex atoms of the initial structure. This atomic relaxation process is accompanied by a total energy difference between the relaxed and unrelaxed structures of about −1.04 eV. In consequence, this tip is intrinsically blunt. This feature suggests that the use of such a tip in NC-AFM cannot provide atomicscale resolution. This might be also the reason why so far it was never used in simulations to model a nanotip. The Si 7 H 9 tip exhibits the same behavior when relaxing its four front atoms as shown in Fig. 1͑f͒ . Therefore, we conclude that a blunt apex structure of the Si͑111͒-type tip is not caused by a size dependent effect.
Another option for a ͓111͔-oriented silicon tip is to consider a Si 10 H 15 cluster ͓see Fig. 1͑d͔͒ . This tip is structurally related to the Si͑111͒-type one. More specifically, by removing three from four apex atoms of the Si 10 H 15 cluster, the remaining front atom is captured by the rest of the cluster leading to this "adatom-type" silicon tip. The geometrical and electronic structure of this type of tip are extensively discussed in the literature ͑see, for example, Ref. 9, and references therein͒. It was shown in these studies that this tip has one dangling bond containing one electron. Furthermore, from mechanical point of view, this tip is a stiff one and only its apex atom exhibits a significant relaxation during the interaction with a surface.
The unrelaxed structure of a silicon tip with ͓001͔ termination is presented in Fig. 1͑g͒ . Starting from this unrelaxed configuration and allowing the three front atoms to move according to the calculated Hellmann-Feynman forces, the relaxed structure of the Si 7 H 12 tip was obtained and shown in Fig. 1͑h͒ . The basic difference between the relaxed and unrelaxed structures consists in the formation of a chemical bond between two silicon atoms underneath the front atom. This behavior originates from the fact that both silicon atoms already had one dangling bond. It is interesting to note that, as already reported in Ref. 26 , the calculated charge density of this type of tip did not exhibit a "two-dangling bond" feature as was sometimes assumed in literature ͓see Fig. 2͑c͒ in Ref. 26͔. It is important to note that this is also true when this type of tip interacts with other silicon tips ͑see below͒.
B. The tip-tip interactions
As already mentioned in the Introduction, the basic aim of the present study is to investigate possible structural changes of clean silicon tips during the NC-AFM imaging process. To analyze such dynamics at atomic scale, in principle one has to consider the interaction between an AFM tip and a sample surface. As extensively discussed in literature, such an approach is a very powerful tool in understanding the mechanism of NC-AFM imaging process because it delivers a detailed picture of the atomic scale dynamics of both tip and surface under consideration. However, since our main goal is to investigate the dynamics of silicon tips in NC-AFM, in the following we will focus on those structural changes induced by tip-tip interactions. In its important to note that this option does not imply that the structural changes unveiled in this way are particular to this specific physical system. Indeed, each type of tip considered in our simulations can be thought as modeling locally a surface ͑although special care must be paid to which property of the surface is modeled in this way͒. For instance, the adatom-type silicon tip has one dangling bond containing one electron and can be used to model, for instance, the interaction of an AFM tip with silicon adatoms on Si͑111͒-͑7 ϫ 7͒ surface as described in Ref. 23 .
The short-range chemical tip-tip interaction force was calculated when the tips were approached and retracted on top of each other. The step used during the approach and retraction paths was set to 0.2 Å. At each step the geometrical structures of the tips were relaxed according to the calculated tip-tip interaction forces. In consequence, our ab initio simulations provide the history of the structural changes of the silicon tips during the approach and retraction paths, i.e., the FIG. 2. ͑Color online͒ The normal component of the short-range tip-tip chemical force F chem due to the interaction between silicon tips with ͓111͔ and ͓001͔ termination. ͑a͒ The force curves corresponding to the interaction between the Si͑111͒-type tip ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ and the adatom-type one ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒ show a large hysteresis during the first approach and retraction cycle. However, there is no hysteresis during the second scan. The origin of this behavior lies in an irreversible structural change of the Si͑111͒-type tip such that this tip becomes sharp and stable ͑the corresponding structural changes are presented in Fig. 3͒ . ͑b͒ The same qualitative behavior is displayed by the interaction between the Si͑111͒-type tip ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ and Si͑001͒-type ͓Fig. 1͑h͔͒ one. As in the previous case, the absence of the hysteresis during the second approach and retraction path is associated with the sharpening of the Si͑111͒-type tip. The small hysteric feature when the tips are 3.4 Å apart is due to the breaking ͑formation͒ of a chemical bond between two silicon atoms of the Si͑001͒-type tip ͑see Fig. 4͒ . ͑c͒ The small hysteresis revealed by the interaction between the Si͑001͒-type tip and the adatom-type one has the same origin as that discussed for Si͑111͒-type and Si͑001͒-type tips. This result also shows that, as already mentioned in literature, the adatom-type tip modeled by a Si 10 H 15 cluster is rather stiff and its structure does not relax significantly during an NC-AFM scan. ͑d͒ The comparison between the interaction of the small Si͑111͒-type tip modeled by a Si 7 H 9 cluster ͓Fig. 1͑f͔͒ and adatom-type tip with that between the Si͑111͒-type and adatom-type tips ͓plotted by dashed lines, see also Fig. 2͑a͔͒ shows that reliable interaction forces in the repulsive regime during the first scan can be obtained only when using a tip modeled by a Si 13 H 15 cluster. However it is important to note that a similar sharpening process such as in the case of the Si͑111͒-type tip takes place also for the smaller Si 7 H 9 cluster. dynamics at atomic scale ͑from structural point of view͒ of the tips under consideration. As already described in Refs. 30 and 31, the tip-tip distance z used to plot the theoretical force curves corresponding to these scans is the vertical distance between the Si apex atoms of the AFM tips in their equilibrium ground state structure. The tips were approached until a multibondlike interactions occurred in the repulsive regime. This implies that starting with an average load force of 2 nN in the repulsive regime, the tips begin to "melt" into each other ͑in a similar way to the atomic configurations depicted in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 from Ref. 41͒ which would lead to a severe damage of these tips during surface's scanning in a NC-AFM experiment.
In Fig. 2͑a͒ we report the force curves as a function of the tip-tip distance z calculated for two silicon tips with ͓111͔ termination, modeled by a Si 13 H 15 and Si 10 H 15 cluster. The basic feature displayed by these theoretical force curves is the presence of a large hysteresis when the tips are approached and retracted for the first time, while this hysteretic behavior is absent at the second vertical scan. As shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ , at atomic level this remarkable feature is due to the sharpening of the Si͑111͒-type tip. This process takes place when the tips are 3.8 Å apart on the retraction path and is related to the jump of one front atom of the Si͑111͒-type tip towards the apex atom of adatom-type tip. This jump of one silicon atom leads to the formation of a tetragonally coordinated cage of silicon atoms which is, from structural point of view, much more stable than the initial configuration ͓see Fig. 1͑c͔͒ . From energetical point of view this implies that the total energy difference between the isolated sharpened tip and the blunt one is about −0.86 eV. In addition, when this tetragonal unit of the Si͑111͒-type tip is formed, the corresponding sudden shrinkage of the distance between the tips results in a strong repulsive interaction.
It is worth to note that the hysteresis present during the first scan of these tips underlies on an irreversible structural change of the blunt tip. This is at variance with the hysteric behavior of a tip-surface system, which so far was associated with a discontinuous and reversible structural changes of the tip-surface system required by a stable NC-AFM operational mode ͑see, for example, Chaps. 15, 16, 19 and 20 from Ref. 4͒ . Nevertheless, as shown by our ab initio simulations, the use of a blunt ͑soft͒ silicon tip leads to an additional contribution of the dissipated energy, at least in the initial stage of the imaging process. Since the adatom-type tip exhibits one dangling bond, it is very likely that the sharpening mechanism of AFM tips with similar structure via short-range chemical forces can occur on surfaces with atoms presenting similar dangling bonds.
This conclusion is further supported by a similar qualitative behavior obtained for the interaction between the Si͑111͒-type and Si͑001͒-type tips. As clearly depicted in Fig. 2͑b͒ , the first vertical scan is accompanied by a large hysteresis while the second scan exhibits only a small hysteresis in the repulsive regime when the vertical distance between the tips is 3.4 Å. Similarly to the previous case, this hysteric behavior is also due to irreversible structural changes related to the sharpening of the initially blunt Si͑111͒-type tip ͑see Fig. 4͒ . However, when interacting with an ͓001͔-oriented tip, the sharpening process of the blunt Si͑111͒-type tip occurs on the approach path while when interacting with an ͓111͔-oriented tip this process took place on the retraction path.
Interestingly, the force curves calculated for these silicon tips with different crystallographic orientations presents a peculiar feature at the first and second vertical scan. When the tips are approached, for a tip-tip separation distance of 3.4 Å the chemical bond between the two silicon atoms underneath the front atom of Si͑001͒-type tip is broken. In quantitative terms, the distance which separates these atoms increases from 2.6 to 3.6 Å. On the contrary on the retraction path such a chemical bond is formed at the same tip-tip distance.
As already shown in several ab initio simulations performed for semiconductor surfaces, 20, 21, 29, 30 the Si 10 H 15 cluster models a silicon tip cut along ͓111͔ direction which exhibits a large stiffness. The theoretical force curves corresponding to the interaction of this tip with a Si͑001͒-type one is shown in Fig. 2͑c͒ . For the later tip we observe the same breaking ͑formation͒ of the chemical bond between two apex atoms on the approach ͑retraction͒ path for a tip-tip distance of 2.2 Å. Therefore, one might conclude that this behavior is a specific feature of this type of tip. Except for this effect, the interaction of these tips does not show any hysteresis. FIG. 3 . ͑Color online͒ Snapshots of the atomic configuration corresponding to the interaction of two silicon tips with ͓111͔ termination. ͑a͒ Initially, the Si͑111͒-type ͑bottom͒ and adatom-type ͑up͒ tips are 6.0 Å apart. At this separation distance the attractive interaction between the tips is almost negligible such that their atomic structure differ very little from that of the isolated case ͓see Figs. 1͑a͒ and 1͑d͔͒ . ͑b͒ During the first oscillation cycle, on the retraction path at a separation distance of 3.8 Å the initially blunt Si͑111͒-type tip becomes sharp due to the jump of one front atom towards the adatom-type one. ͑c͒ The sharpened Si͑111͒-type tip keeps its shape during the second approach and retraction cycle and thus it can provide a stable imaging process in NC-AFM. Here the tips are 7.0 Å apart on the second retraction path.
An interesting observation refers to the spatial range of a noncontact operational mode when using such silicon tips. It becomes apparent from Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑c͒ that the use of an initially blunt and soft tip with ͓111͔ orientation requires a larger tip-tip ͑sample͒ distances of closest approach than that needed by an initially sharp and stiff tip with the same orientation as modeled by a Si 10 H 15 cluster.
In addition to this, the electronic structure of the interacting tip-tip systems as revealed by charge density plots of the ground-state ͑valence͒ charge density deserves some remarks. In particular, the charge density maps calculated for the Si͑001͒-type tip when interacting with other silicon tips does not show the formation of any configuration which would exhibit two-dangling bonds. This feature is depicted in Fig. 5͑a͒ for the case of the Si͑001͒-type tip on top of Si͑111͒-type one. For comparison, the charge density of two interacting ͑111͒-type silicon tips is also shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ . One can also observe that the charge density of the Si͑111͒-type tip looks very similar in both cases. This observation is another strong indication that the sharpening process of this tip is an intrinsic effect of the Si͑111͒-type tip itself which is very likely to take place when the tip approaches a surface.
Finally, an important observation concerns the size of the tips used in our first-principles simulations and the number of atoms to be relaxed when modeling silicon tips. As depicted in Fig. 2͑d͒ , our calculations performed with a smaller blunt Si 7 H 9 cluster by relaxing only its first four front atoms showed that its interaction with a adatom-type tip agrees nicely up to a distance of 4.0 Å with the results obtained when using a larger Si 13 H 15 cluster. However, for tip-tip separation distances smaller than 4.0 Å the tip-tip interaction becomes repulsive when using the "small" Si͑111͒-type tip while it is still attractive in the case of the larger tip. Also the magnitude of repulsive forces is larger in the case of using a smaller tip than a larger one. However, on the retraction path, at separation distances larger than 5.0 Å the force curves calculated for both cases are quite comparable.
It is interesting to note that, despite of its rather small size, the interaction of the Si 7 H 9 cluster with the adatom-type tip leads also to the sharpening of this cluster in a similar way as already mentioned for the Si͑111͒-type tip. This observation enable us to conclude that this sharpening process of Si͑111͒-type tip is a general feature of this type of tip. In addition to this, for the sharp adatom-type tip only the apex atom relaxes significantly, the relaxation of the next three atoms in the layer underneath being rather small. FIG. 4 . ͑Color online͒ Snapshots of the atomic configuration corresponding to the interaction of silicon tips with ͓111͔ and ͓001͔ termination. ͑a͒ The interaction between the blunt Si͑111͒-type tip with a Si͑001͒-type one leads also to the sharpening of the ͓111͔-oriented tip. In this case, the sharpening process of the blunt tip takes place on the approach path of the first scan at a separation distance of 4.0 Å. ͑b͒ The small hysteresis present in the force curves describing the interaction between these tips ͓see Fig. 2͑c͔͒ is related to the breaking and formation of a chemical bond of two silicon atoms ͑those connected by a dashed line͒. This chemical bond breaks when the tips are approached and it forms when they are retracted at the same separation distance of 3.4 Å. ͑c͒ As in this case of the interaction between two ͓111͔-oriented tips ͓see Fig.  3͑c͔͒ , the sharpened Si͑111͒-type tip due to its interaction with Si͑001͒-type one remains stable during NC-AFM scanning process. The Si͑001͒-type tip also preserves its form during such vertical scan can therefore provide stable imaging mode in NC-AFM ͑the tips are at 7.0 Å on the second retraction path͒.
FIG. 5. ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒
Charge density plots corresponding to the interaction of the Si͑111͒-type tip with the Si͑001͒-type one in the configuration sketched in Fig. 4͑a͒ . Similarly to the isolated ͑001͒-type tip ͓see Fig. 2͑c͒ in Ref. 26͔, the charge density of this tip exhibits also an axial symmetry and does not show any "twodangling bond" feature. Please, note the strong chemical interaction between the apex atoms of both type of tips. ͑b͒ The charge density plots corresponding to the interaction between a Si͑111͒-type tip and the adatom-type one for the geometry drawn in Fig. 3͑b͒ . The charge accumulation in the region separating the apex atoms of these tips indicate as in the previous case a strong chemical interaction between these tips which leads to the sharpening of the Si͑111͒-type tip. The maps of the ground-state charge density have been obtained using the XCRYSDEN program ͑Ref. 42͒.
IV. SUMMARY
By using the ab initio pseudopotential method, we have investigated the atomic-scale dynamics of silicon tips with ͓111͔ and ͓001͔ termination as revealed by their reciprocal interaction. For a ͑111͒-type tip, we considered atomic clusters with different geometrical structure. For one specific structure modeled by a Si 13 H 15 cluster, our first-principles simulations evidenced a possible mechanism for sharpening of an initially blunt tip via short-range chemical forces. This sharpening process is associated with an irreversible structural change of this tip and leads to an additional dissipation chanel in NC-AFM in the early stage of the imaging process. Since this behavior is common to the interaction of this tip with an adatom-type tip which has one dangling bond as well as with a tip cut along ͓001͔ direction, we expect that such a mechanism is possible also on surfaces. After this process has taken place, a stable NC-AFM imaging mode becomes possible.
For the silicon tip with ͓001͔ termination, our simulations reveal a peculiar structural change of this type of tip. This structural change is associated with a specific hysteresis pattern which is based on a chemical bond breaking ͑formation͒ between two of its front atoms on the approach and retraction path.
